
 
“ I have already written X. I am writing X. I am about to write X. I wait and will not write 
anything,and that makes X written elsewhere.”

 These paradoxes can happen simultaneously making an extraordinary event. How can an object, 

oneself, space have their relationship with one another where time overlaps? How does this event 
emerge? This can be explicated by Deleuze’s notion (1994) of how difference makes repetition in 

which an independent object can change nothing in itself but do in the case of the repeated 
element or change something in the mind which contemplates it. In other words, the nature of 

instantaneity in repetition shows that one instance gets defined for the first time only when the 
other has disappeared, which leads us to think that it is not conventional chronological time 

detached from such space or object but it is where past,present and future are woven together with 
the space and object and oscillate with one another. 

Differentiating each A and B from AB, for instance, A references the other, B, to make its being and 

vice versa. Therefore A gets its subjectivity by B (B by A, too) which indicates that one has a 
dependency on the other to get its identity. However it is important to notify that this dependency is 

not a rigid affinity of two or duality in oneness of definitive A and B, but protean exchange which 
never let individual elements be grounded to have solid subjectivity. While we tend to be trapped in 

misunderstanding of the relationship between A and B being certain dependent which makes up 
their subjectivity, it is possible to subvert this by considering the trait of Deleuze’s repetition, 

especially the part, “one instance gets defined for the first time only when the other has 
disappeared”, generates the thought; When A gets its subjectivity by B that is also when A 

disappears since A is seen by B and vice versa. Since each A and B run after each other being 
passive and active (seen and see) at the same time, the exchange is endless and A and B stay 

indecisive. Moreover the dependency of AB has already proliferated the other which contemplates 
it. A, B,and the dependency of AB do not have an absolute subjectivity or solid duality in itself. This 

does not make them as an active subject, however A and B in itself remain deserted but they are 
reflexible making ever changing dependency as well as the repetition of ABABABABABABAB..… 

Continuity of coalescence of passive and active( objective and subjective) that makes difference 
and repetition. 

 Borges’s fiction (2000),The Circular Ruins, is akin to Deleuze in terms of the fluid interdependency 

in repetition as in the story a man produces a son in his dream and at the end of the story, he 
projects his son onto reality to give him a life ( A man of fiction and reality). Soon after, he finds 

himself being about to die and realises he is also merely a production of an imagination by 
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someone else from the past.—invisible imagination need to incarnate into the other to speak about 

itself yet the other also need to incarnate into the other other to define itself. The interconnected 
relation of each characters makes the story continues. That is like a strata as each stratum need 

the other stratum on the top to be distinguishable and able to speak about itself. A layers of fictional 
characters, and its narrative shown on its surface constitutes of plural yet singular anonymous 

storytellers (storyteller) and of mixed time. 

 This book is particularly intriguing as it can be said there are
1: interdependency of fiction and reality

—What is normally considered invisible and unshaped ( virtuality ) such as imagination or fiction,in 
this novel, however, gets coalescence with actuality since it become itself as a primer and a 

reference for the other. Borges blurs a border between fiction and reality which differs from the 
ideological notion of dream and futuristic time as absolute truth.

2: indecisiveness of author,production and time
—Division of a transcendent producer and a production, and time of when a story is produced are 

effaced by the fact that there are multiplicity and coexistence amongst producer, production, and 
time. This eventually integrates what is shown and what it is showing into a form of 

interdependency in which time is folded.
 

 In this way, we should not fail to remember the fact that the strata/story has already been repeated 
as it has been seen by the other and this is why we differentiate it as a strata.Thus, there are now 

some parts previously mentioned which need to be written differently or rather be said that what 
has been mentioned need to be repeated as that makes difference. ;It is like a strata of 

documentary with the mix of fiction and reality which constitutes of a singular character with multi 
personalities staging for the other who expresses it, or in other words, the void documentary which 

constitutes of a singular yet plural narrater(s) who wait(s) for the other who narrates for him(them) 
to make the documentary continues (So do they actually speak with their own words? Does the 

new speaker do so,too?), and it is a documentary which folds extraordinary time of which present 
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is haunted by past and that present anticipates future,which exhausts present. Should not now it 

be called documentary without content in itself but Déjà vu-documentary,which what has happened 
at the past is repeated in present while making slight difference, and that difference lets the 

present point towards future; Documentary is not about factual past, but its fact changes as time 
flows.

 The difference between the first and the second is how solid a standing point for observing is. The 

strata described in the first is perceived by one who is grounded on the earth to see it 
spontaneously, whereas the latter by one on shaky ground which does not allow him to put his 

subjective roots down. The first strata represents diversity of authors and times which abnormal 
continuum and interaction exist in totality. On the other hand, the second one is what it can be 

called transformation of quasi-totality, which the one is no longer able to be based in the same 
place to observe the representation. He and the strata are reflexible,so that he is absorbed into the 

strata and from the inside of it he sees through the representation —strata. Thus it becomes just a 
primer for Déjà vu-documentary he creates. From this, it could be said that the strata (The Circular 

Ruins) does not describe anything in itself but it is a void story which keeps transforming as it is 
seen.

 There is, hence, one question which ought to be explored generates.; Can transformation be 

emerged from an invariable form which represents itself like conventional paintings or sculptures? 
Does a finished representation have ability to transform itself ? How this can be convinced is by 

film particularly the use of Point-of-view shot. (e.g. An absent character who look at a character in a 
screen through camera) which,even though it is framed, Deleuzian notion of referencing, which 

makes indecisive interdependency of objectivity and subjectivity, emerges transformation within a 
framed representation. Like a salesman from Kafka’s novel (2009) who undergoes transformation 

into an insect in himself. A representation, a film becomes no longer what is privileged to assert 
spectators with story but it is now a commentary of voidness which cannot depict anything but is a 

form of transformation itself of which connotation and denotation happen at the same time.
However, the most impotently, what need be notified as misinterpretation of Point-of-view shot is 

ideas related to Lacan’s notion of Mirror Stage.  As it has pointed out above, the notion of 1

 Zuern John argues “The idea of the "mirror stage" is an important early component in Lacan’s 1

critical reinterpretation of the work of Freud. Drawing on work in physiology and animal psychology, 

Lacan proposes that human infants pass through a stage in which an external image of the body 
(reflected in a mirror, or represented to the infant through the mother or primary caregiver) 

produces a psychic response that gives rise to the mental representation of an “I”. (2019). What is 
different from Deleuzian “I” is that once subjectivity is built, it will never affected by surrounding 

environment. “I” of rigid duality which does not coexist with peripherals after the specific period. 



reference does not allow a man in screen as well as an absence seen by the man to have own 

existence predetermined. That is why a word “character” was used. A character, indeed, gets 
defined by an actor and vice versa. This makes it difficult to identify to which an image belongs. 

Each of who looks at and who is seen are not differentiated as there are speakers behind them 
who speak for them. It has been challenged for long to erase the separation of characters captured 

by a director who controls an apparatus, a camera, constantly with the idea of which our eyes are a 
lens of a camera. Showing audience a world seen by a character from his point of view gives the 

spectators experience of what the character undergoes. This could ironically catch us on dilemma 
of fixed distance between object and subject since that world seen by the eyes of the character 

and its spectators are all predetermined making the filmmaker,who controls “a point of view”, still 
transcendent. What is framed stays as an affirming representation. 

 
 However, it is possible to overcome with this problem by the notion of layers of point of view like 

what Hunter Vaughan argues with using a quote from other critic. “Nick Browne attempts……to 
understand another possible effect of this alignment, which is the identification with a character 

through the eyes of another character—that is, the unrolling of images through which our process 
of identification differs from the position in which we view, or how the point-of-view shot can provide 

contradictory systems of reference.This……..iterates a duality with which the code of subjectivity is 
infused: within the subjective there always remains the objective pole as well.”(Vaughan, n.d., p.

141). Having an uncertain origin of a point of view since its origin is always derived from the other 
referenced can transform the above mentioned fluid duality of subjective/ objective to that of alive/ 

death as what Deleuze mentions “ the in-itself which causes it to disappear as it appears. 
”(Deleuze and Patton, 2014, p.71).  This is demonstrated by Philippe Parreno’s film, June 8, 1968, 

2009 (2009),  reconstruction based on a photographs taken by Paul Fusco of the journey of a train 

from New York to Washington, DC, which a dead body of Robert Kennedy was on. A point of view, 
from which we see people standing with thought and prayer to him, seems to belong to a corpse, 

Kennedy. As it has been discussed above that there is coexistence of subjectivity/ objectivity as 
well as death/ alive, the dead Kennedy is able to see an event as he is seen by the people 

standing who are alive and the other way around. Moreover what should not be forgotten is 
Kennedy’s point of view or rather the whole film itself is, as a fact, a reconstruction with 

                                                                               June 8, 1968 (2009),(Parreno, 2009)



appropriations done by Parreano, who referenced photographs taken by Fusco. What layers of 

point of view has seen with appropriations constitutes an event that is seen by the audience from 
Kennedy’s point of view. Should it still be called “ from Kennedy’s point of view?”. “Through the 

point of view of Kennedy with appropriations” are more applicable. The event can be only 
happened when it is seen by the other, but this also means that the event is created by the other 

who recreates that event with difference (appropriation or fiction). Consequently the event no 
longer has its origin which is perceived from one specific perception. Alternatively it is simply a 

base for a possible event that is seen through by the other. It gets difficult to distinguish if the event 
is what Parreno saw, Fusco, Kennedy, or even the audience did. Therefore, as a result of the 

interdependency of subjectivity/objectivity, fiction/reality, death/alive(Each pairs intersect with one 
another,of course), there is no a division of audience’s, director’s, and a character’s point of view, 

as perception no longer belongs to anywhere, but it is reflexible like a screen for phenomenological 
film whose diegesis has just hatched but has been already dead in the process of film’s 

transformation. Hence the train in Parreno’s film no longer goes toward Washington, DC 
spontaneously, but it is now hijacked by the malleable interdependency of active and passive 

starting to deviate from pre-established straight rails, and the train gets onto an uncompleted 
detour and becomes immobile itself, but waits for the other, who sees it, to be movable and to 

continue creating whirling detour, which eventually make it indistinguishable if it is the train, the rail, 
the criminal, people standing alongside, or even the audience. 

 In this way, at the end, the unusual event mentioned at the beginning of this essay could actually 

happen. There is no transcended “I” in fixed present, but the dependency of what has already 
happened and of what is about to changes its relation as time flows, making “I”, “present” or any 

independence sparkles as a corps in a process of transformation. What can be meant by this is 
that “I” is what affirms nothing but is spoken by language of past at the same time possible future 

speaks its language through. As “I” is a constant production of the transformation, its continuum 
gives up having Cartesian subjectivity in itself in present to the ever-changing form of 

interdependency which folds time. 

        Untitled, RFK Funeral Train, (Fusco, 1968)                                 June 8, 1968 (2009), (Parreno, 2009)



 “ I have already written X. I am writing X. I am about to write X. I wait and will not write 

anything,and this makes X written elsewhere.” What is written here such long means nothing itself. 
Because it is read with your own words and that is what is created in the process of transformation.
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